ROCKY River, Ohio — April 15, 1988 — LESCO, Inc. is pleased to announce the introduction of the LESCO Turf Renovator — another, in the line of LESCO quality turf care equipment. Designed to function as a dethatcher, slicer or slicer/seeder, the renovator is a self-propelled unit with variable ground speed from 0-4 MPH and a dethatching, slicing and seeding width of 20 inches.

The compact, low profile design provides hillside stability and ease of transporting and storing. Equipped with an 8-horsepower Briggs & Stratton I/C® engine, or an optional Honda engine, the renovator also features flotation tires for improved traction and reduced compaction. Down-pressure on the handle raises the front wheels, the seed hopper and slicing reel for easy turning.

As a slicer, the LESCO Turf Renovator dethatches lawns and general turf areas and can overseed at the same time. It has a manual depth control variable from 0 to 1½ inches. Hardened, high-carbon steel blades, spaced two-inches apart, provide more effective overseeding than machines with three-inch spacing. The blades are reversible and replaceable.

As a seeder, the renovator has a fully-agitated seedbox. A 1½-cubic-foot hopper holds approximately 35 pounds of seed. For optimum incorporation, seed is metered before slicing.

LESCO, Inc., a manufacturer and distributor of turf care products to the lawn care and golf course industries nationwide, is headquartered in Rocky River, Ohio.

For more information, contact Marta E. Geiger, LESCO, Inc., (216) 333-9250.
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Greens Renovation
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1-800-841-6645
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